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Karlheinz Stockhausen (1928-2007)

Music, libretto, actions and gestures

Montag aus Licht
Opera in three acts, a greeting and a farewell (1984-88)

Montag [Monday from Light] is the third of the seven 
operas written by Karlheinz Stockhausen, assembled 
under the name LICHT. It is centered on the character of 
Eve, one of the three archetypes of the cycle, with Michael 
and Lucifer. 

Monday, the day of the moon, focuses on the feminine 
part of humanity. It is, all at the same time, the day of love, 
of motherhood, of erotism and fertility. The whole opera 
takes place on a beach, with the mysterious sounds of sea 
weaving with the music. 

The opera is also a magnificent dream of childhood : 
children characters are imagined through the three acts ; 
also, it features music written for children choirs. 

Like many works written by K. Stockhausen, Monday from 
Light resemble to a great magical ceremony, inspired by 
japanese, christian, egyptian, greek and roman traditions, 
as well as the composers visions.  

Premiere at the Teatro Alla Scala, Milan, May 7th, 1988. 
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ARTISTIC FORCES

Monday’s Greeting
34mn - Foyer

bassethorn (live & recorded)

Act 1 - Eve’s First Birthgiving
1h33mn

3 sopranos
3 tenors
1 bass
1 actor
1 choir (live or recorded)
21 actresses
1 children choir (7 sopranos and 7 
altos)
1 ‘modern orchestra’ (3 synthetizers) 
1 percussionist
1 trombonist
1 conductor (invisible)

[INTERMISSION]

Act II - Eve’s Second Birthgiving
1h06mn

7 solo boy singers
1+3 bassethorns
1 pianist
1 choir (live or recorded)
21 actresses
1 girls choir (36 singers)
1 ‘modern orchestra’

1 percussionist
1 conductor

[INTERMISSION]

Act III - Eve’s Magic
57mn

1 bassethorn
1 flute (alto & piccolo)
1 choir (24 singers)
1 children choir (14 singers 
minimum)
1 ‘modern orchestra’
1 percussionist
1 conductor

Monday’s Farewell
28mn - Foyer
Tape : piccolo flute, multiple 
soprano voices, electronic 
keyboards. 

The totality of Montag features 
sound projection and electronic 
music.
Greeting and Farewell are played 
outside the concert hall. 

PREMIERE
November 15th, 2021, Philharmonie 
de Paris

Montag aus Licht
Opera in a greeting, three acts and a farewell (1984-88)

Duration : 5h45 (2 intermissions included)  

TRAVELLING TEAM

16 soloists
3 synth players for the ‘modern 
orchestra’
21 actresses (12 to 21 travelling, to be 
discussed)
7 children soloists (singers)
10 technicians/production team

Total travelling : 48 to 57 pax. 

LOCAL FORCES

Children Choir (at least 14 
singers)

Young girls choir (36)

Choir SATB (24)

SYNOPSIS

Monday’s greeting
Upon entering the theatre foyer, the audience sees a life-like EVE sculpture of 
the basset-horn player Cœur de Basset. The impression is that the entire foyer is 
underwater. 

Act I : Eve’s First Birth-giving
A large EVE sculpture by the sea, representing Eve, naked, leaning back on her 
hands, is praised by a group of women. Eve procreates seven strange human-
animal hybrids: a boy with a lion’s head, twin boys as a pair of swallows, etc. and 
7 mythical dwarves. A sailboat carrying three sailors brings gifts to the women. 
Draped as a deep sea fisherman, Lucifer emerges from the sea in the rain and 
explodes with anger. 

Act II : Eve’s Second Birth-giving
After a ceremonial procession of young girls praising Eve, she gives birth to seven 
boys of the week. The heart of the EVE sculpture opens. Cœur de Basset descends 
a glass stair- case. She plays Eve’s Song. One after another, the boys are brought 
to Cœur de Basset, who teaches to each of them his own song. She then multiplies 
herself into three and give a musical initiation to the boys behind the statue. A 
green lawn grows out of the sand. 

Act III : Eve’s Magic
Accompanied by the women, a female flutist dressed as a young man, Avé, comes 
running up to Cœur-Eve, playing. The two of them begin a moving and erotic 
duet. Many children arrive. Ave turns her attention to them, and start to hypno-
tize them with a strange music they always imitate. Ave abduct the children, who 
slowly transform into birds flying in the sky. The Eve statue transforms into an 
old mountain. 

Monday’s Farewell
As the members of the audience leave, in the foyer they are surrounded by the 
sound of these swarms of piccolo-children-birds.
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TEAM

Le Balcon - artistic company and production

Maxime Pascal, conductor
Damien Bigourdan, stage director
Nieto, video designer and stage director
Florent Derex, sound projection
Augustin Muller, computer music design
Alain Muller, choir master
Pascale Lavandier, costumes
Catherine Verheyde, lighting design

Iris Zerdoud, bassethorn, during the ‘Donnerstag aus 
Licht’ performance, in November 2018 (Opéra Comique)
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Artistic director
Maxime Pascal

Executive director
Florent Derex | florent.derex [at] lebalcon.com

Production Manager
Iris Zerdoud | iris.zerdoud [at] lebalcon.com

PR & editorial
Gaspard Kiejman | gaspard.kiejman [at] lebalcon.com

MANAGEMENT - INTERNATIONAL

L’AGENCE MANAGEMENT / CLÉMENT LEDOUX

Germany, Austria, Belgium, France, Luxembourg, Monaco & Switzerland
cledoux [at] lagence-management.com

HARRISONPARROTT / ARIANE LEVY-KUNSTLER

All other countries
ariane.levy-kunstler [at] harrisonparrott.co.uk

licht.paris
•

lebalcon.com

Founded in November 2008, Le Balcon is a flexible amplified orchestra 
based at Athénée Louis-Jouvet Theatre in Paris. Composed of a wide 
range of artists, Le Balcon produces crossover shows, from modern music 
to the classical repertoire, including contemporary music’s most disturbing 
experiences. They define a specific musical action, getting rid of the boun-
daries between the audience and the artists. Amplifying the orchestra is 
part of their vision of a musical show, which has to be a radical and striking 
experience for the audience.

Le Balcon’s artistic committee unites musical director Maxime Pascal, 
sound engineer Florent Derex, composers Juan-Pablo Carreño and Pe-
dro Garcia-Velasquez and pianist Alphonse Cemin. They have worked with 
composers such as Pierre Boulez or Michaël Levinas; while bonding with 
artists of its own generation such as Marco Suárez-Cifuentes and Arthur 
Lavandier, and directors such as Benjamin Lazar, Nieto and Damien Bi-
gourdan. 

Among future projects, Le Balcon launched in 2018 the complete produc-
tion of the LICHT cycle, starting with Donnerstag aus Licht in November 
2018 at Opéra Comique in Paris and Southbank Centre in London (May 
2019), and Samstag aus Licht in June 2019 at the Philharmonie de Paris. 
Le Balcon will continue the LICHT cycle, with Dienstag aus Licht in 2020 
and Montag aus Licht in 2021.

7, cours Marigny

94300 Vincennes

France


